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15 years! What a journey as one throws 
one’s mind back to 1999 when a fledging 
‘school of business’ (as it was then known) 
was cast into the unchartered and stormy 
waters of tertiary education with, as guiding 
lamp, not much more than plain common 
sense and a lot of guts! The risks were high 
and the outcomes uncertain – there were 
simply too many unknowns in those days. 
Anything could go wrong, a fact which 
prompted one of the Founding Partners, 
the late Jean Marc Harel of DCDM, to issue 
a formal request that any lease agreement 
for premises rented by the ‘school of 
business’ should contain an Exit Clause 
guaranteeing a safe exit in case of disaster.

Disaster, there was not. Instead, it has 
been the splendid success story that we 
are all familiar with - one characterized by

R  A phenomenal growth in numbers   
     with the assistance of our South 
      African and Australian partners
R  A steady output of qualified 

   graduates
R The construction of a state-of-the-art 

   campus
R The support of dedicated 
     shareholders
R And above all, an unwavering commit-

    ment to Quality and Innovation, our two 
    secret recipes, and this article’s main 
    focus.

Quality and Innovation

Improving quality and innovating are seri-
ous matters at CTI.  And for good reason. 
We believe strongly that this is all what 
matters. Nothing else is as critically 
important as these two – they are the 
very pillars upon which all our efforts, 
past, present and future, rest. And we 
believe this because state-sponsored 
universities are sprouting from every 
corner of the Mauritian landscape and 
foreign universities have set sail for our 
shores in increasingly large numbers. We 
realized long ago that unless we were in 
a position to offer above-average quality 
and innovate regularly, we would face a 
bleak future. 
Known in recent years as Zero-defect, 
our policy relies on some fundamental 
principles.

1. Something important: First and   
    foremost, as everyone joining CTI 
    soon discovers, this place is serious 
    about Zero-defect. We seldom miss an 
    opportunity to define, explain, illustrate   

     and emphasize its importance, using the 
     latest event or incident to illustrate and  
     reinforce the message.

2. Concerns everyone: Quality and 
innovation are everyone’s business, 
from the Chief Executive to the Clean-
ing Attendant.  This is why CTI does 
not employ a so-called Quality Control 
Manager.  All staff are told over and over 
that our purpose is breathe, eat and 
drink quality and innovation - and that 
their performance will be assessed and 
rewarded on their success in so doing.

3.  All the time: Quality and innovation 
must take place all the time, not simply 
when term starts or ends or when there 
is a specific event like a Graduation.  It 
is an on-going process with no begin-
ning and end, a 24-hour love affair.  We 
believe that every event or incident is 
something that we can observe and 
learn from, and this can happen at any 
time.

4. Everywhere: We insist that quality and 
innovation can be promoted every-
where. It is not limited to the classroom 
or boardroom but must happen when 
VIPs are welcomed, staff parties are 
planned or the toilets are cleaned. 

The previous issue of Chronicles kicked off our 15-year anniversary celebrations by highlighting the rea-
sons for CTI’s phenomenal growth. This issue expands this theme further by exploring in some detail the 
Institute’s relentless emphasis on offering quality and innovation – the two hallmarks of its success to date.
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Strategies 
for Enhancement

These four principles have to be sup-
ported by the appropriate quality en-
hancement and innovation strategies. 
It is a life-long endeavour. At CTI we 
refer to it as tweaking and re-tweaking 
the machinery until the engine splut-
ters, starts, runs and keeps running. 
Over the years, we have found that 
the best way to achieve this, is to 
work on three different levels.

Organisational Level
At the organisational level, the strategy 
is complex: to set up an intricate web 
of supporting Values, Policies, and 
Procedures. As space prohibits a 
detailed exploration, suffice it to say 
that CTI is above all a value-driven 
organisation. Two of its most cher-
ished values are worth mentioning 
here: Professionalism and Customer 
Obsession.  The former spells out our 
pledge to conduct ourselves as true 
professionals, acting in a fair, respect-
ful and responsible manner at all 
times, whereas the latter refers to our 
wish to enrich the lives of our students 
and ensure that, ultimately, they take 
their rightful place as professionals in 
the world of work.  

Structural Level
For the appropriate interventions to 
be successful, they must also be sup-
ported by the relevant organisational 
structures designed to enhance quality 
and promote innovation.  About four 
years ago, in the face of unprecedent-
ed growth and the threat of declin-
ing quality, we began to restructure 
CTI along modern lines designed to 
facilitate decision-making and enhance 
productivity. Today, we believe that we 
have in place a sound organizational 
structure consisting of a Main Board, 
an Academic Council, a Management 
Committee and a series of Faculty 
Committees.  Each one of these struc

tures has its own set of quality issues 
and their job is to report regularly 
on how they are coping with these 
issues. 

Individual Level
Finally, none of the above values, 
policies, interventions and structures 
would be effective without the active 
involvement and commitment of the 
most critical link in the chain – the 
individual. Two major interventions 
are worth mentioning here: Quality 
training and Performance Man-
agement.

Quality training takes place always 
and everywhere. Our preferred 
approach is experiential: to plan 
say, an event, to run it to the best of 
our ability, and next, to review our 
success or failure and draw out the 
appropriate lessons. In addition, we 
also run formal staff training and 
development.  For example, we 
have every Tuesday morning, what 
is known as the ‘Learning Hour’. For 
approximately three hours, the entire 
Institute shuts down and the time is 
devoted to formal training for acade-
mics or non-academics through the 
active involvement of their respective 
managers. The overall objective?  To 
ensure that everyone delivers quality 
and remains on the lookout as to what 
can be improved.

Performance Management is there 
to reinforce the experiential or formal 
training. In this regard, we have for-
mulated, implemented and evaluated 
a sophisticated performance appraisal 
process (referred to by the acronym 
‘PADS’) which spells out objectives 
for each staff member as well as 
performance standards. This process 
takes place at least once a year and 
is used to ensure that all staff mem-
bers receive accurate feedback on 
their ability to achieve their objectives.

Editorial
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American author Robert Collier once 
wrote that any true success is the sum of 
small efforts. And that is exactly what we 
believe sums up our efforts where quality 
and innovation are concerned.

We continue with our 15-year 
celebrations in this issue 
as we focus on the two 

hallmarks of our success to date: our 
ability to deliver quality and innovate 
simultaneously.  As indicated in our 
lead article, both these pillars have 
been fundamental in ensuring CTI’s 
extraordinary rise to prominence in 
this country as a private, home-grown 
academic institution. 

In this issue too, we report on the 
Semester Two intake and some of the 
achievements of both our staff and stu-
dents during Semester One. In parallel, 
we cover our first steps on the African 
continent as our efforts to grow our 
international student population gather 
momentum.  Finally, we bring forth once 
again the valuable and important role 
that an academic institution could play 
on the corporate scene by highlighting 
an instance of the type of training that is 
highly relevant to a company.

The Editorial Committee



Africa

Exploratory visits took place 
during July 2014 and focused 
on a number of Southern and 
East African countries.  Market-
ing met with  agents, school 
counselors as well as business 
leaders in each country. The 
primary objectives were to 
assess the potential of each 
of these markets, establish 
relationships with the existing 
agent network and, where ap-
propriate, finalize a short-term 
marketing agreement.

When asked to broadly sum-
marize his observations, Busi-
ness Development Director, 
Jeremy Charoux, mentioned 
that a growing middle class 
was highly evident in all five 
of the countries he visited and 

that there is definitely a strong 
demand for high quality tertiary 
educations within this seg-
ment.  “Based on my numerous 
conversations, I am convinced 
that CTI can provide a credible 
offering to the African market,” 
explained Jeremy. “However, 
there is much work to be done 
in positioning Mauritius as a 
tertiary education hub. Cur-
rently, it conjures up a rather 
‘neutral’ image in the minds of 
Africans.  The marketing efforts 
of BOI, Charles Telfair and 
other universities need to be 
redoubled to ensure that there 
is increased awareness and a 
more positive brand image.” 

He emphasized that ‘Quality’ is 
paramount if we are to suc-

ceed.  Any negative incidences, 
either at the national or institu-
tion level, could tarnish the 
reputation of the entire sector 
and ruin our efforts.  

“We need  to be extremely 
careful and responsible in our 
approach, he concluded.”

We undertook in July of this year, a tour of sub-saharan Africa to investigate its potential as a future 
source of  students for our institute. Currently, CTI has a total of 76 foreign students, 56 of whom are 
from Africa. 
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CTI sets its sights on Africa 

Yogesh Patel from Kenya

Thomas Masuku from Zimbabwe

Total number of African and Indian Ocean students studying 
at Charles Telfair Institute



Innovation

Throughout the world, universities define one of their raisons d’être as their ability to bring to industry 
important knowledge and resources.  In addition to providing companies with their future employees, 
they provide valuable research results, access to the latest knowledge base, and at times even physical 

assets such as specialized equipment or technology.

Strengthening our links with industry 

Michaela Martin, in her article, ‘Managing University-Industry 
relations’, summarised the mutual benefits of industry-university 
relations as follows:

1. Improved training and employment prospects for students
2. Improved interaction between university and industry 
    resulting in better developed and more adapted degree    
    programmes
3. Opportunities for staff and students to become familiar   
    with state-of-the-art industrial science and technology and 
    management systems  in addition to a better awareness 
    of the constraints of industry
4. Co-operative research with companies able to access  
    public funds if governmental project funds are available
5. Acquisition of or access to up-to-date equipment

Barriers to university-industry relations

Professor Eric Charoux advises that there is a number of barriers 
of which one should be aware that could affect sound university-
industry relations. He cautions that these need to be addressed if 
sustainable relationships are to be built.  He summarizes these as 
differences of opinion in relation to:

     1. Mission and objectives
     2. Organizational structure and policy
     3. Benefits versus costs
     4. Evaluating university-industry interactions
     5. Orientation and interests of individual researchers

Progress to date

Despite these well-known barriers, CTI’s progress to date in 
strengthening these links has been promising.

    ¡ At the Academic Level

By choosing to study at CTI, a student not only receives an inter-
national qualification, but a preparedness designed to help him or 
her become career-ready. Designed by world-class experts, CTI’s 
curricula excel in creating independently-minded graduates who 
are able to think critically. “It’s a fact,” acknowledges Christel Ram-
loll, Head of Management. “We don’t just teach our students the 
answers but help them ask the right questions. This ability to think 
critically and challenge the status quo is a quality greatly prized by 
their future employers.”  

     ¡ At the Corporate Level

In addition to its ‘career-readiness’ emphasis, CTI prides itself on 
having close links with the Corporate world. For example:

¡  Two of CTI’s shareholders (the Food and Allied Group    
     and ENL Group) are major Mauritian employers
¡  The Institute has working relationships with 86% of Mauri-
     tius’ top 100 companies
¡  During 2013, a total of 122 CTI students completed an   
    internship with its industry partners
¡  On a weekly basis, CTI runs an impressive array of corpo-
     rate courses for a number of large organisations (see p.9 
     of this newsletter)

Reasons

Why this success? According to Vikash Rowtho, one of CTI’s 
longest serving staff members and a senior member of its Manag-
ment committee, it’s all to do with the excellent relationship that 
the Institute’s staff enjoys with local industry.  “Most of our staff,” 
explains Vikash, “have a background in or experience of the busi-
ness world.” This background or experience enables them to: 

¡  Counsel and orient prospective students towards careers 
    likely to be in demand
¡  Organise internships which often result in full-time job 
    offers
¡  Deliver an education which is practical and representative     

         of the real world

In addition

In addition to older initiatives such as our Leadership Develop-
ment Centre, the Leadership Challenge Programme or our Annual 
Career Fairs, CTI has recently launched a number of key projects 
to further strengthen its links with industry. We cover three of 
these projects on the next page.
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Innovation

On 3 and 4 July, CTI organised 
its annual Career Festival for 
both students and the general 
public.  The main objective 
was to inform them of career 
opportunities and give them 
the possibility of meeting 
potential employers. More than 
350 students, 22 companies 
and four guest speakers re-
sponded to our invitation, mak-
ing the event a real success.

The following high level speak-
ers from key sectors of the 
economy were invited to share 
their knowledge and experi-
ence: Mr Cedric de Spéville, 
CEO of Food and Allied Group, 
Mr Afsar Ebrahim, Deputy 
Group Managing Director 
BDO, Mr Tim Taylor, Chair-
man Scott Ltd and Mr Florent 
Beusse, Managing Director 
Atoba.

Students were also given the 
opportunity to meet the HR 
Managers of various companies 

and discuss potential bursaries, 
training and employment.

Strengthening our links with industry(Continued) 

The CTI Career Centre is com-
mitted to assisting students, 
employers and CTI manage-
ment by providing advice, 
counselling services, and sup-
port on developing, evaluating, 
and/or implementing career, 
education, and employment 
decisions. This centre works 
hand-in-hand with industry 
in identifying internship and 
work-placement opportunities.  
These are then shared with the 
relevant students and result in 
formal internship programmes 
as well as permanent employ-
ment opportunities. The career 
centre is run by counsellors 
under the supervision of a 

registered psychologist and 
is made up of three distinct 
service offerings:

• Vocational counselling: 
Career counsellors provide a 
comprehensive assessment 
and counselling service to 
students, assisting them in  
identifying career options, and 
choosing a relevant course 
or study path to achieve their 
career goals. 

•	Self-assessments:		
  CTI works with its students 

in completing a series of 
inventories to help students 
identify their strengths, 

  skills, interests, values and 
personality traits impact-
ing on career preferences. 
The self-assessment helps 
to answer the fundamental 
question “Who am I?” and 
explore the different career 
options for better career 

  decisions.

•	Skills	training:	 
   A dedicated team delivers 

the skills the future gradu-
ate may require to secure 
a job offer. These include 
job search skills, CV writing, 
interview techniques, and 
career planning.  

The CTI Power Hour is a 
monthly initiative that aims to 
bring together industry, aca-
demia and students. The focus 
is on a common theme and as 
such, entrance is free and all 
are invited.

Instigated in May of this year, 
CTI’s first Power Hour focused 
on ‘Event Management’. The 
workshop was attended by 
80 delegates who listened to 
and debated with three guest 
speakers from the Event 

Management industry: Ms 
Emilie Carver from Blast 
Communications, Ms Astrid 
Dalais from Move for Art and 
Ms Claire Moran, CTI Events 
Lecturer. 

The second session followed 
a month later and focused on 
why ICT is set to become one 
of the most attractive employ-
ment sectors. The panelists 
included some prominent 
industry leaders and experts in 
the ICT area, namely Sylvain 
Deslandes (CEO of DCDM 
Consulting), Brinsley Gunga-
doo (Manager and Solutions 

Architect from Accenture), and 
Dharma Basgeet (Director of 
Operations and Technology 
at Ceridian). The 90-strong 
audience included a diverse 
group of IT specialists, mana-
gers, students and the public 
at large.

“The CTI Power Hour will be 
an on-going event at Charles 
Telfair Institute with regular 
sessions planned,” explains 
Kanya Santokhee, Marketing 
Manager. “Each session will 
feature a different topic and 
aims to inform and educate 
those who attend.”

Project 1: CTI’s Annual Career Festival

Project 3: The CTI Career Centre
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Project 2: CTI Power Hour
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Graduation 2014

Two full graduations in two days, involving 600 graduands, 1000 parents and relatives, 40 corporate guests, 
3 overseas dignitaries, 2 guest speakers, 85 staff members, 246 parked cars, and a splendid marquee! These 
were the formidable challenges CTI faced this year again when it held its annual graduation ceremonies on 
24th and 25th April. 

 

Some	of	our	Guests	Speakers



Orientation 2014
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One full Orientation Week involving 400 freshers and 30 full-time staff members. The photos below tell part of 
the story.  



Team Building

We also have fun!

One full day, involving 92 staff members! With an academic programme fuelled by two major academic 
partners and spanning over 10 months and involving a total of 2088 hours, it is not surprising that 
so many visitors ask us the inevitable question: do you ever relax and have fun?  We do. Regularly 

– but perhaps not as frequently as we’d like. These photos taken on 31 July at the Domaine Les Palétuviers 
depict our annual team-building party involving all staff.
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Corporate

Another busy corporate year!
2013 was a record year for our Corporate arm and so far, 2014 looks to be even better!

2013 saw us run an impressive panoply 
of courses for both our clients and share-
holders. Previous editions of Chronicles 

will recall that, in addition to our ‘General 
Group’, two additional Certificates in 

Management Development were run for 
the Winner’s and Blanche Birger compa-
nies. Moreover, a Diploma in Leadership 

and Management was also presented, as 
well as an eclectic Management Devel-

opment Programme for the Harel Mallac 
Group.  “These programmes may all sound 
rather insignificant,” explained Kanya San-
tokhee, Marketing Manager, “but once you 
begin to look closer, you realize the time 

and resources each one requires.”

Chronicles did some investigating on its 
own and learnt subsequently that 2013 
offerings involved:

•  59 delegates
•  55 trainers
•  112 full days of teaching
•  3 464 pages of notes
•  112 lunches
•  224 tea breaks

Commenting on these statistics, Pro-
gramme Director Eric Charoux pointed out:  
“Throughout the years, we’ve always held 

the view that our Corporate clients should 
receive individual attention while learning
in teams. This is why we have no qualms
about keeping our trainer-pupil ratio very 
small.”

What does 2014/15 look like? 

“Even with the economy cooling off and the 
rising competition,” commented Kanya, “we 
are hoping to match or exceed our 2013 
performance.  We are confident that we 
offer an outstanding product with a solid 
track record and superior customer service.  
These three combine to explain our opti-
mism in this area.”
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Harel Mallac MDP:  
‘Rising to the Challenge – From Managing to Leading’

On Friday 6 June 2014, Harel Mallac and Charles Telfair Institute launched another Management De-
velopment Programme for Harel Mallac’s Senior Managers.  Entitled ‘Rising to the Challenge – From 
Managing to Leading’, the programme is designed to reflect the core values of the organization, 

namely PRIDE (Passion, Relationship, Integrity, Development and Excellence).

Welcoming all present, Mr. Dass Thomas, 
Group Head of Human Resources, placed 
much emphasis on the importance of 
training and development at Harel 
Mallac. “The main barrier to any 
Management Development prog-
ress in an organisation is what I call 
‘functionalism’,” he observed.  “We 
are too caught up in our own areas 
of specialization, too concerned 
about our own narrow perspectives. 
We need a broader perspective, to 
see beyond our own borders.  And 
this is precisely why this programme 
has been developed in collaboration with 
CTI’s experts. The 2013 version for our 
supervisory level has been a great success 
story – and we are confident that 2014 will 
follow suit.”

A series of 13 modules have thus been 
judiciously selected to match the Group’s 
vision. The focus is on six main compo-

nents namely: Self Awareness, Managing 

Internationally, Conflict Management, Re-

lating to Others Successfully, Managing 

Projects, and Leading and Building High 

Performance Teams. Prof Eric Charoux, 

Programme Director, explains: “We live in 
a world where the only constant is change, 
escalating and relentless change. We all 

need to know how to manage this 
change effectively and as Dass 
was saying, we need to do so 
beyond the narrow confines of our 
own specializations.”

“Investing in our people and turning 
their weaknesses into strengths 
are indeed the main goals of the 
Harel Mallac Group for 2014,” 
concluded Mr. Charles Harel, Man-

aging Director of Harel Mallac as he also 
welcomed all delegates and wished them 
well for the year ahead.



Corporate

Q: Give us a brief overview of your 
Community Services track record to 
date.

I have been involved in voluntary social 
work since my childhood. My grandparents 
and parents are all actively engaged in 
community social work.

Currently, I am a volunteer in the NGO 
Groupe A de Cassis/Lacaz A providing 
psychosocial support to persons undergo-
ing Methadone treatment. I am involved in 
the Outreach programme helping home-
less persons and sex workers. I work with 
a group of youngsters known as Cazado 
providing information and counselling. 
And I am currently working as a Street 
Educator at Safire, an NGO that works 
with street children. I teach them music 
(music notes, piano, ravanne, and song-
writing). 

Q: Anything else?

Yes. I was also involved in the organisa-

tion of ten Mauritian children who partici-
pated

in the Street Child World Cup project in 
Rio in April 2014. I produced a clip with 
them which has since been posted on 
YouTube.

Q: How do you feel about winning 
this Award?

I feel happy and grateful. It has certainly 
reinforced my determination and encou-

raged me to continue my work with vulne-
rable groups. I wish that this award could 
be dedicated to those  who are suffering 
and to the poorest of the poor who are our 
brothers and sisters. May our attention be 
drawn towards them so that they receive 
our understanding, support, affection and 
care. 

Q: What are your future career 
plans?

¡   To continue my volunteer work at 
      Groupe A de Cassis/LacazA

¡   To finalise the current CD project 
      with the street children

¡   To acheive my dream: to setup a 
      “resto du Coeur à la Mauricienne” 

Moreover, I should wish to be trained 
and collaborate with organisations such 
as Red Cross and Congregation of Mère 
Theresa and work for some time in Africa 
and India.

As reported in the local press, Dean Rungen was recently awarded The Outstanding Young Person Award, a 
competition organized by the Junior Chamber International of Mauritius involving 21 candidates. What the 
various reports did not indicate is that Dean was, until last year, a CTI student who completed both his Cer-

tificate and Diploma in Community Services Work. Chronicles met with him.

Innovation

Dean Rungen: A passion for the Social

Festival of Learning at CTI 

Throughout the world, emerg-
ing technologies are transform-
ing education and the way it 
is delivered. More and more, 
institutes of higher learning 
have to think and rethink their 
teaching and learning models. 
CTI’s academic partner, Curtin 
University, has developed over 
the last year, a value-added, 
innovative student experience 
through its “flipped classrooms” 
approach. Essentially, the 
focus is on engaging students 
through collaboration, debate, 
and problem solving - instead 
of the traditional “chalk and 
talk” approach.

Following suit, in April CTI held 

its very own Festival of Learn-
ing focused on identifying, dis-
cussing and eventually adopt-
ing new teaching and learning 
models in our classrooms. Our 
academics identified, investi-
gated and debated a number of 

key areas related to innovative 
teaching and learning practices. 

These included: 
? Transforming teaching 
     through technology to 
     engage student learning

? Imparting cultural sensitivity
?  Improving student engage-
      ment particularly, 
      Generation Y students
?  Using interactive podcasts  
      for the blended classroom
?  Using E-portfolios

“It turned out to be a great  
success,” explains Christel 
Ramloll, Head of Management, 
“We came out of it convinced 
that we can and should remain 
innovative in the teaching and 
learning arena, despite its obvi-
ous complexities. It felt good 
to be at par with international 
best-practices.” 

Faced with the dramatic rate at which Education is evolving and spurred on by the changes being imple-
mented by our academic partners, CTI innovates by creating and launching a Festival of Learning.
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 CTI alumni, Dean Rungen



Our very first Event Week

Event

The Business Challenge 
Project required those stu-
dents enrolled on the Diploma 
of Management or Certifi-
cate III in Business and IT 
to implement their very own 
events at CTI over a period of 
one week, in July. 

This innovative approach to 
Event Management featured 
the organizing and running of 
nine events such as a FIFA 
PlayStation Tournament, a 
Bingo Party, a Karaoke Com-
petition, a Street Football Tour-
nament, Teachers vs Students 
Quiz Game, a Zombie Flash 
Mob, a Basketball Competi-
tion, A Car and Bike Show and, 
to top it all, a Fashion and 
Talent Show. 

Each event was designed not 

only to enhance campus life 
for students and staff but also 
to raise money for the St Cath-
erine’s Community in Moka.

To complete the project, 
students went through many 
stages as they planned and 
implemented marketing strate-
gies, obtained sponsorship 
from local businesses and 
networked with key stakehold-
ers. No staff involvement was 
allowed. 

“The Business Challenge 
Project showcases CTI’s com-
mitment to Work Integrated 
Learning,” explains Claire Mo-
ran, Lecturer in the Faculty of 
Management. “Work Integrated 
Learning seeks to integrate a 
student’s academic education 
with a practical experience so 

that they have the opportunity 
to demonstrate their capabili-
ties for the workforce. Event 
Week did this very success-
fully, with students demonstrat-
ing skills in communication, 
organization, and the imple-
mentation of their events. 

I believe that it was a great 
success – not only for the 
students but for the community 
at large.” Chronicles under-
stands that over Rs25,000 was 
raised for the St Catherine’s 
Community.
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During July, the CTI Campus was buzzing with excitement as it launched its very first Event Week, a 
project for all TAFE students undertaking the Business Challenge Project module. 

All	those	involved	in	the	Fashion	and	Talent	Show	including	the	three	jury	members	

Street	Football	Tournament Zombie Flash Mob Bike	Show

Car	Show



The Editor
CTI Chronicles 
Telfair, Moka

Dear Sir
In a previous edition of Chronicles you 
mentioned that CTI would be investing 
in a few improvements to our campus. 
Could you bring us to date please?

S Ramlogun

    

Maintenance Manager, Suren Sewlall, 
forwarded to Chronicles the following list 
of recent improvements:

¡ Purchase of land and building of    
      new car park and septic tank
¡ Construction of one main kiosk and 
      eight smaller ones 
¡ 20 additional Wi-fi spots in the    
      building for better connectivity
¡ Two additional rooms with multime-
      dia facilities dedicated for con-
      ferencing and Skype meetings for   
      students
¡ All seven Design studios furnished 
      with multimedia access to facili-
      tate learning
¡ Six classes on second floor 
      equipped with air-conditioners 
¡ Football pitch has been revamped
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New Appointments

Anusha
Ramgoolam
Lecturer in

Management

Heman
Mohabeer
Lecturer in

IT

Tuesday 20 May. Noon. Staff, 
students and kids from our 
Child Development Centre, 
gathered in CTI Auditorium 
for the CTI Most Passionate 
Fan Competition. An-hour event 
filled with fun, laughter and passion 
to celebrate the launch of World 
Cup 2014.

New Babies

David
De Lapeyre

Lecturer in Design

Venita
Beharee
Cashier

Vanilah Armoogum
Canjamalay

Caregiver

Charon
Wright

CDC Cook

Isa, son of Suraiya 
Oozeer-Lallma-
mode, Design
Lecturer, was born
on 13 April 2014. 

Milena, daughter 
of Stephanie Guil-
lemin Rajah, 
Pre-School 
Educator, was 
born on 28 April 
2014. 

Vashita, daughter 
of Artee Huzooree, 
IT Lecturer, was 
born on 1st May 
2014. 

World Cup 2014 fever - CTI 
most passionate fan competition!


